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ABSTRACT

U.S. Weather Research Program (USWRP) prospectus development teams (PDTs) are small groups of scientists
that are convened by the USWRP lead scientist on a one-time basis to discuss critical issues and to provide advice
related to future directions of the program. PDTs are a principal source of information for the Science Advisory Committee, which is a standing committee charged with the duty of making recommendations to the Program Office based
upon overall program objectives. PDT-1 focused on theoretical issues, and PDT-2 on observational issues; PDT-3 is
the first of several to focus on more specialized topics. PDT-3 was convened to identify forecasting problems related to
U.S. coastal weather and oceanic conditions, and to suggest likely solution strategies.
There were several overriding themes that emerged from the discussion. First, the lack of data in and over critical
regions of the ocean, particularly in the atmospheric boundary layer, and the upper-ocean mixed layer were identified
as major impediments to coastal weather prediction. Strategies for data collection and dissemination, as well as new
instrument implementation, were discussed. Second, fundamental knowledge of air-sea fluxes and boundary layer structure in situations where there is significant mesoscale variability in the atmosphere and ocean is needed. Companion
field studies and numerical prediction experiments were discussed. Third, research prognostic models suggest that future operational forecast models pertaining to coastal weather will be high resolution and site specific, and will properly treat effects of local coastal geography, orography, and ocean state. The view was expressed that the exploration of
coupled air-sea models of the coastal zone would be a particularly fruitful area of research. PDT-3 felt that forecasts of
land-impacting tropical cyclones, Great Lakes-affected weather, and coastal cyclogenesis, in particular, would benefit
from such coordinated modeling and field efforts. Fourth, forecasting for Arctic coastal zones is limited by our understanding of how sea ice forms. The importance of understanding air-sea fluxes and boundary layers in the presence of
ice formation was discussed. Finally, coastal flash flood forecasting via hydrologic models is limited by the present
accuracy of measured and predicted precipitation and storm surge events. Strategies for better ways to improve the
latter were discussed.
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1. Introduction

More than half the population of the United States
resides within its coastal zone (approximately 300 km
centered at the coastline). The U.S. coastal atmosphere, coastal ocean, associated estuarine systems,
and lakes are thus important areas for which reliable
forecasts of weather and ocean state must be made.
The research and operational communities of atmospheric and oceanic sciences have strong common
interests in the coastal zone, particularly concerning
those phenomena wherein oceanic and atmospheric
motions are strongly coupled (Emanuel et al. 1995).
As part of the U.S. Weather Research Program
(USWRP) planning process, Dabberdt and Schlatter
(1996) emphasized emerging opportunities to better
observe oceanic and coastal regions. Prospectus Development Team 3 (PDT-3) believes that coastal zone
oceanic and atmospheric forecasting over short time
(0-24 h) and space (10-100 km) scales is a realistic
goal; the oceanographers and atmospheric scientists
of PDT-3 present their ideas herein on how that goal
might be achieved.
Although all coastal zones share common features,
each zone has its own unique mixture that strongly influences the local meteorology, oceanography, and
surface hydrology. A recent report on coastal meteorology (Rotunno et al. 1992; see also Rogers 1995)
discerns three physical factors that distinguish coastal
zones: coastal orography, land-sea temperature contrasts, and the local effects of large-scale storms as
they encounter the coast. We expanded on the second
factor by considering possible coupled interactions
between the coastal ocean and the marine atmosphere.
The latter four physical factors suggested the organizing principle for our overview, since each maritime
region of the United States can be roughly characterized by the dominance of one or two of these factors.
Geographical regional issues are discussed in section 2.
Since hydrologic, observational, and numerical modeling issues are less uniquely related to particular coastal
zones, they are discussed independently in sections 35. Specific recommendations and some final comments are given in sections 6 and 7, respectively.

range that acts as a barrier to the atmospheric flow at
low levels. During the warm season, prevailing northerly winds give rise to a southward-flowing coastal
ocean current deriving from poleward regions in
which upwelling of deeper, cooler, ocean water to the
surface occurs. The cool coastal ocean strongly stabilizes the marine atmospheric boundary layer
(MABL). The juxtaposition of the coastal mountains
with the cool marine layer leads to a class of forecast
problems concerning the formation and movement of
marine stratus and fog. Another class of problems
concern the complex wind patterns found as the
MABL flows southward past sharp diffluent bends in
the coastline.
During the winter season, along the U.S. Pacific
coast, eastward-moving, synoptic-scale cyclones and
fronts, formed over the Pacific Ocean, undergo very
complex changes as they encounter the coastal mountains. For example, the presence of orography disrupts
the gradient wind balance in land-falling storms, producing enhanced alongshore winds and winds in
straits, which may be up to 50% greater than at-sea
storm winds. These intensified winds and distorted
wind patterns, and the vertical motion caused by their
interaction with orography, modify the stability and
precipitation patterns in these storms in ways yet
poorly understood. These major modifications all
occur within 50 km of the coast and are thus not resolved by current-generation forecast models.

b. Atlantic and Gulf coasts
The Gulf and tropical southeast Atlantic coasts of
the United States are characterized by low-lying, relatively flat coastal terrain. During the warm season, the
prevailing large-scale flow is dominated mostly by a
combination of the locally weak, prevailing high pressure system, and the prominent localized sea breeze.
Forecast problems concern the motion and intensity
of the sea-breeze front and the weather (occasionally
severe) associated with precipitating cumulus clouds.
During this season, by far the greatest threat to life,
property, and commerce is the tropical cyclone,
which, upon landfall, or even close encounters with
land, creates conditions for strong winds given unlimited fetch; storm surges, with damaging waves riding
atop; embedded severe thunderstorms that can produce tornadoes; and dangerous runoff from copious
2. Characteristics o f U . S . coastal w e a t h e r
rainfall.
The Atlantic coast of the United States, from
a. Pacific coast
The Pacific coast of the United States is character- Georgia north, is characterized by the presence of
ized by a relatively steep and unbroken mountain the Appalachian Mountains to the west, a significant
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horizontal temperature contrast induced by the Gulf
Stream to the east, and a complex coastal region consisting of barrier islands and coastal capes. So the internal boundary layer above the Gulf Stream is of
order 200 m, while the planetary boundary layer is of
order 1 km connecting to a mountain atmospheric
boundary layer of thickness 1 km above the mountain. In general, winds 20 km offshore are 50%-150%
greater in magnitude than their coastal counterparts.
As with the southeast and Gulf coasts, the warm
weather season is dominated by large-scale high pressure and local sea-breeze-related phenomena. A precise forecast of the sea breeze is often difficult due to
the complex nature of this coastal zone; for example,
the MABL over the Gulf Stream can be significantly
different from that on the land side in terms of height,
temperature, humidity, and wind. Also during the
warm season, tropical cyclones are a threat from the
Gulf of Mexico to the Canadian Maritimes.
During the cool season, the Gulf coast is dominated
by periodic cold front passages and subsequent "return flow" of gulf-modified warm, moist air. The ability to forecast the timing and intensity of cold fronts
is vital for Florida citrus growers and operators of
offshore oil platforms. The return flow can lead to hazardous visibility conditions. Occasionally, the cycle
is accompanied by coastal cyclogenesis and severe
storm surges.
During the cool season, across the central region
of the Carolinas and southern Virginia, the unique mix
of physiographic features, cold air over the land,
midshelf coastal ocean fronts, and offshore Gulf
Stream frontal features combine to produce a complex
mesoscale structure within the unstable MABL. These
mesoscale ocean features provide a source of latent
and sensible heat that interacts with eastward-moving,
upper-level troughs from the continent and, thus, is a
catalyst for intense coastal cyclogenesis. This coupling
of atmosphere and ocean results in 10-20 coastal cyclones yearly, which often bring copious amounts of
freezing rain, sleet, and snow from North Carolina
through New England.
c. Alaska (Arctic)
Weather in the coastal zone of the Arctic, and to
some extent the Great Lakes, depends critically on the
state of sea ice in the region. Sea ice has a profound
influence on air-sea interaction in the mixed ice and
open water regimes often found in coastal areas. Sea
ice significantly alters the surface energy balance,
momentum flux, and gas exchange across the air-sea
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interface. As the ice cover solidifies in early winter,
the local climate changes rapidly from marine to continental, with cold surface temperatures and often very
strong low-level inversions. The latter may significantly reduce atmospheric drag, leading to enhanced
topographic effects (e.g., orographic blocking) and/or
decoupling between winds aloft and near the surface.
In the transition period during freeze up, coastal
areas are particularly vulnerable to weather variability, often from cyclogenesis associated with the ice
edge.
Ice-edge coastal effects include rapid encroachment
and storm surges, sometimes accompanied by destructive ice ride-up and pile-up events. Rapid ice advection and growth is a continual hazard to navigation and
offshore operations. Arctic history includes numerous
examples of whaling fleets entrapped by rapid ice
encroachment. Understanding what controls ice mobility, compactness, and strength is crucial for forecasting such events. In summer, persistent Arctic
stratus affects navigation and flight operations, and
presents a difficult forecast problem.
An improved forecast system should stress forecasts of icing conditions, air pollution, local ice
movement, and surge and ride-up warnings. With
significant offshore oil drilling and transportation
(both surface and pipeline) activities in the Arctic, prediction of the movement and disposition of oil spills
in an ice-covered ocean may occasionally be of great
importance. Commercial fishing activity is often concentrated near the ice edge, presenting a special forecast problem.
d. Great Lakes
Mesoscale circulations forced by sensible- and
latent-heat fluxes from the Great Lakes' surfaces have
a strong influence on lake users and surrounding land
areas. These circulations are varied and include lakebreeze circulations and lake-effect snowstorms. The
snowstorms occur downstream from the lakes as very
cold air crosses relatively warm, ice-free water.
Current operational atmospheric models lack the grid
resolution necessary to resolve the Great Lakes and
these effects. Furthermore, to capture the correct
boundary layer fluxes, accurate knowledge of the
extent of lake ice and lake surface temperatures is a
necessity. Radar observations of lake weather are often deficient due to relatively shallow active cloud
layers that radar beams overshoot.
Intense mesoscale convective systems commonly
occur in the vicinity of the Great Lakes and occasionVol. 77, No. 7, July 1 9 9 6
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ally force significant lake surface gravity waves.
Similar events have also been documented in the U.S.
Atlantic coastal zone. Since these waves are potentially life threatening, it is not only important that their
generation be understood but it is also important that
an operational forecasting system be in place that can
accurately forecast the magnitude and extent of these
events.
3. H y d r o l o g y and flooding

The National Weather Service has a mandate for
flood prediction. In the coastal regions throughout the
United States, flooding occurs due to heavy precipitation in riverine areas, incursions of the adjacent
coastal ocean, and estuarine and lake surging.
Hydrologic methods are currently under development [by the Office of Hydrology's Hydrologic
Research Laboratory and the River Forecast Centers
of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, (NOAA), as well as the Water Resources Division of the U.S. Geological Survey, and by
university scientists] to forecast flash floods.
However, to use these methods, it is essential to have
accurate, properly distributed rainfall information;
that is, qualitative countywide precipitation estimates
must be sharpened to produce reliable quantitative
precipitation forecasts with spatial resolution of 110 km, rather than the present capability, which is of
the order of 100 km. The scales and movement of rain
areas of varying rainfall intensity over drainage basins, in combination with the movement of water
through the drainage network, control the shape, duration, and peak values of the resultant hydrographs
at various downstream locations. In sum, detailed
rainfall information is required for accurate flood
forecasting.
Coastal storm surges due to tropical storms are
forecast from the National Hurricane Center and are
event based. Storm surges related to extratropical
storms are forecast from the operational models developed by the National Weather Service Techniques
Development Laboratory (TDL). Both use an engineering-modeling approach. Coastal flooding due to
atmospherically induced estuarine seiching or storm
surge events are also forecast by TDL. There is evidence that forecast accuracy and reliability would be
improved by using estuarine-specific hydrodynamic
models instead of the current engineering-modeling
approach.
Bulletin of the American Meteorological Society

4. Observations

We perceive increased understanding and better
observation of the MABL as fundamental to advances
in coastal meteorology and oceanography. Present
operational measurement systems based on a small
number of in situ measurements from buoys, radiosondes, and ships of opportunity, etc. do not resolve
the vertical profiles of heat, moisture, and momentum
within the MABL that are critical for short-term forecasting and the understanding of coupled atmosphereocean processes. A new generation of remote sensing
instruments has the potential to increase greatly our
ability to assess the state of the coastal atmosphere and
the ocean in an operational setting. These instruments
include radio profilers and satellite data. For example,
ocean surface winds can be derived from the Special
Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) radiometer aboard
polar-orbiting satellites; ocean wave spectra and winds
from the satellite-based scatterometers and synthetic
aperture radars (SAR); precipitation, snow cover, sea
ice, total precipitable water, and cloud liquid water
from the SSM/I; and 1.1-km-resolution sea surface
temperature (SST) data from the Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) sensor under clear
weather conditions. Promising new ideas for in situ
measurements include unmanned air vehicles, moored
and drifting buoy instrumentation, and land-based,
side-scanning radars. Technologies needed for research include fixed buoys for surface meteorology
and direct turbulence flux measurements, offshore
atmospheric profilers, and upper-ocean current sensors and minimeteorological drifters.
The lack of upper-air data on extratropical and
tropical storms approaching the coast is a major impediment to accurate forecasting of the timing, location, and intensity of these storms as they make
landfall. In addition to remote sensing research,
PDT-3 finds promising new proposals to make in situ
measurements with remotely piloted drones and/or
with reconnaissance aircraft in certain regions upstream thought to be critical for the accuracy of the
forecast at the coast.
Since many coastal observing systems fail at high
winds, existing information on the intensity of landimpacting tropical storms is inadequate. More robust
systems, with improved data recording capability, are
needed. Examples are oil platforms in the gulf, built
to withstand hurricane forces.
Observations in the Arctic region need to be improved in the following areas: There is a paucity of
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land-based observing networks and profiling capability. There are special problems in measuring humidity and radiative fluxes under very cold conditions.
Polar-orbiting satellite products, including Arctic temperature profile retrievals, and passive and active
(SAR) microwave products for characterizing iceedge position, ice motion, and deformation, plus ice
type and concentration, need to be utilized. It is also
very important to maintain drifting buoy systems for
validating satellite ice motion fields and for measuring surface pressure and temperature, and upper-ocean
characteristics.
5. Numerical modeling

The success of numerical modeling depends on the
quality of the initial and boundary data and the assimilation system, the representation of processes that
occur below the level of the discretization, and the accuracy of discrete approximations to the continuous
equations. Different simulation problems place different requirements on each category.
For the open ocean, the oceanic flow varies slowly
compared with the atmospheric flow, so present numerical weather prediction (NWP) models take the
ocean temperature as fixed. However, in the coastal
ocean, the surface mixed layer responds quickly, and
thus atmospheric and oceanic time and space scales are
similar for a variety of important problems, such as the
formation of atmospheric and oceanic fronts, modification of the surface wind field, sea state generation
and modifications, hurricane tracks and sea surface
response, coastal cyclones, and storm surges. Hence,
finer-resolution data are required. For example,
AVHRR-SST data collected routinely by NOAA satellites could be ingested directly into the models in nearreal time, although these data are limited by cloud cover.
As a first step toward a truly coupled atmosphereocean model, there now exists a system, the East Coast
Ocean Forecasting System (ECOFS; Aikman et al.
1996), that provides an operational nowcast/forecast
of the coastal ocean. ECOFS is under development as
a collaborative project involving the National Centers
for Environmental Prediction (NCEP), the National
Ocean Survey, and Princeton University. The
Princeton Ocean Model is driven by output from
NCEP's eta atmospheric model and delivers daily
output of currents, temperature, salinity, and elevation
for the ocean waters of the continental shelf and
deeper waters, including the Gulf Stream. A similar
1582

effort has been initiated by the navy (in collaboration
with NCEP) to develop a West Coast Ocean Forecasting System. We believe that ECOFS can be improved
by refining the input surface wind stress, heat, and
moisture flux forecasts (boundary layer component)
of current operational atmospheric models.
Recently the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL)
has developed the Coupled Ocean/Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System (COAMPS) through the
joining of a nonhydrostatic atmospheric model and a
hydrostatic ocean model. The two models can be integrated separately or in a fully coupled mode.
COAMPS has been used for real-data forecasts along
the Pacific coast centered at Monterey (Hodur 1996).
At regional scale, high-resolution, mesoscale
coastal forecast systems, such as the North Carolina
Sounds Storm Surge model (Xie and Pietrafesa 1995)
and the Great Lakes Forecast System (GLFS; Schwab
and Bedford 1996), should be able to address shorttimescale, mesoscale forecast problems, including
coastal fronts and cyclones and localized storm surge,
in specific regions.
There also exist research initiatives for regional,
coupled atmosphere-ocean models. These modeling
efforts will mature as critical issues of coastal weather
and ocean forecasts are identified.
6 . Recommendations

a. The marine atmospheric and oceanic boundary
layer
Central to all the prediction problems discussed in
section 2 is knowledge of the current state of the
marine atmospheric and oceanic boundary layer.
Therefore,
• we endorse an aggressive effort to investigate the
incorporation of all available data into a fourdimensional, data assimilation system of sufficient resolution and physical robustness to
resolve significant synoptic-scale and mesoscale
processes.
Coastal WSR-88D, sea level, and buoy data, particularly air and water temperature data, should be
available in real time. Utilization of oil platforms
and ships of opportunity should be expanded.
Reconnaissance aircraft should also be employed, as
possible. NOAA and the U.S. Air Force could be willing participants in marine winter storms programs. An
Vol. 77, No. 7, July 1 9 9 6
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expansion and enhancement of current National Data
Buoy Center Coastal Marine Automated Network
(C-MAN) and buoy systems is essential.
Better observations of MABL structure are needed
to meet ongoing operational forecasting requirements.
Therefore,
• we support the investigation of new, costeffective technologies aimed at defining better the
vertical and horizontal structure of the MABL.

casts of the mesoscale evolution of the ETC are hindered by lack of offshore data, where mesoscale systems, which include both vortices and coastal fronts,
may form over the warm ocean with the vortices
propagating northeastward over the warm Gulf
Stream, northward over relatively cold coastal waters
to the north of Cape Hatteras, and the fronts moving
inland. Accuracy on small time and space scales will
be limited by the numerical resolution of the complex
coastal geography and the accuracy of parameterizations of the MABL and surface fluxes.

The deployment of new data collection systems is
presumed vital, not only for the MABL, but for the • We endorse current efforts to test numerical
upper atmosphere and the upper ocean (see below);
models in the coastal zone by instrumenting parhowever, we should proceed only after careful examiticular areas with very high quality instrumentation capable of resolving the mesoscale
nation of their effect on coastal prediction. In particular,
structure of the coastal atmospheric and ocean.
• the influence of new observing systems on coastal
c. Tropical cyclones/hurricanes
prediction should be demonstrated through observation system simulation experiments.
For coastal zones, the primary problem is forecasting the timing, location, and intensity of hurricanes
making landfall and impacting the land.
b. Extratropical cyclones
Improvements to hurricane track forecasting have
On the Pacific coast, the primary extratropical cyclone (ETC) problem is forecasting the timing, loca- come in a research mode from the ingestion of
tion, and intensity of landfalling storms. For this dropwindsonde data into forecast models. Therefore,
problem, the data void over the Pacific is critical:
• we support the current plan to continue the
dropwindsonde program operationally.
• we encourage research on new techniques
(such as breeding and adjoint methods) to direct
Upper-level wind data will be important for further
the gathering of data selectively so that the largimprovements of track forecasts and for basic research
est forecast improvement for the least expense
on intensity forecasts. Therefore,
is realized.

As the ETC makes contact with the coastal orog- • we recommend resources be made available to
begin using the NOAA jet aircraft for hurricane
raphy, the forecast problem devolves to the forecastresearch and operations.
ing of features associated with the smaller-scale flows
engendered such as gap winds, and barrier jets, and
locally intense precipitation. We believe that
This is especially important because this aircraft is
the only platform presently available that can obtain
soundings through the entire depth of the troposphere.
• higher horizontal resolution, site-specific,
As compared with track forecasts, hurricane intencoastal atmosphere-ocean numerical prediction
sity forecasts show little skill. Dynamical modeling
experiments are needed to develop a strategy for
future operational NWP in the coastal region.
of hurricane intensity currently lags statistical techniques, but both require considerable research and
These studies should be instituted with participation development.
by Weather Forecast Offices and should also examine
regional and local observing system requirements. • We believe that improved results would come by
On the Atlantic coast, a primary ETC problem is
a coupling of atmospheric with oceanic models
predicting the influence of the complex MABL over
and the use of nonhydrostatic, cloud-resolving
the Gulf Stream, with cold air dammed up between
models. Companion field studies utilizing research aircraft will be vital.
the Appalachians and the coastline. Short-term foreBulletin of the American Meteorological Society
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Such models may also capture the small, but
rapidly intensifying, hurricanes that develop farther
near the coast and cannot be resolved by synoptic
models. At a minimum, incorporation of near-realtime satellite SST data to compute the bottom boundary condition for a hurricane model is likely to
improve accuracy. Optimally, upper-ocean mixed
layer information needs to be incorporated, thereby
requiring a coupled-model approach. The forecast of
flooding depends on hurricane track and intensity
forecasts and also on skillful high-resolution precipitation forecasts; hydrologic models could conceivably
use the output of these high-resolution dynamical
models.
Decaying landfallen hurricanes continue to have a
major effect on the weather, through production of intense rain, tornadoes, and other high winds. Improved
remote sensing techniques from both aircraft and satellite are needed and improved WSR-88D algorithms
for determining two-dimensional wind fields over
land. In addition to already instrumented oil platforms,
it would be very practical to instrument existing
C-MAN sites with higher-resolution recording capabilities. Examples are the C-MAN and oil platforms
in the gulf.
• During and immediately after hurricane landfall,
real-time information on storm structure (extent
and location of highest winds, storm surge, inundation, and rainfall) is needed by effected
groups (emergency managers, insurance companies, utilities, etc.).

to-water interface and boundary layer heat and momentum fluxes are handled in present operational atmospheric models. Therefore,
• we believe that high-resolution mesoscale modeling, along with improved observations of the
lake surface wind field, lake ice extent and
movement, and cloud and precipitation distribution are needed for continued advances in forecast skill.
e. Arctic forecasting
As discussed in section 2c, sea ice plays a central
role in Arctic forecast problems. For improved coastal
zone forecasts in the Arctic,
• we recommend research on the role of sea ice
in air-sea interaction and its influence on coastal
weather, the interaction between the unique surface energy balance of the Arctic coastal zone
and the planetary boundary layer (which features
strong inversions, associated orographic blocking, and formation of low-level stratus), and on
near-shore ice motion issues such as growth, encroachment, rideup, and breakup.
f Flash flood forecasting
To assess the quality of the present warning system, we believe that
• verification studies need to be carried out in
well-gauged regions for which appropriate radar coverage is available.

As we improve our ability to measure the structure
Such studies should include dense, mobile netof hurricanes, we should examine ways to improve
works
of rain gauges and stage gauges. Rainfall estistorm surge and wave prediction. Such information
has the potential to save millions of dollars in recov- mates from polarimetric radars should be assessed.
Both the hydrologic and the meteorological sides of
ery costs.
the problem should be investigated in parallel.
The weakest point in hydrologic models is the ind. Great Lake effects
The extensive North American observational net- put distribution and intensity of rainfall predicted from
work supports highly accurate numerical predications meteorological models. We believe that
of the large-scale atmosphere in the vicinity of the
Great Lakes and therefore gives investigators a chance • research needs to be carried out to develop methto isolate the mesoscale effects of the Great Lakes.
ods for extracting the required precipitation inAdditionally, with predictions for mesoscale detail in
formation from the operational models that will
the surface wind field, the generation of lake surface
be in use in the next 5-10 years.
waves can be investigated. Present forecasting efforts
with the GLFS, which consults three-dimensional
At first, it is likely that stochastic models within
numerical atmospheric and wave models, suggest which key coefficients are set by output from the opthere are deficiencies in the manner in which the land- erational models will have to be used. Current work
1584
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employing bifractal cascades and neural networks
seems promising in this respect. However, it also is
necessary to determine whether or not the needed
structure can be extracted from small-scale dynamic
models.
Exchange of energy and mass at the earth's surface depends on the complex interplay of small-scale
processes. This interplay needs to be characterized
and parameterized for terrains with realistic properties (topography, plant distribution, soil type, etc.).
Therefore,
• we recommend a comprehensive examination of
planetary boundary layer parameterization with
an eye toward the needs for the next decade.

cast facilities be created wherever National Weather
Service offices are collocated on university campuses
in the regions of the coastal oceans, gulfs, and Great
Lakes.
Despite the coastal ocean research programs that
have been funded by multiple agencies over the past
two decades, there has been little focus on prediction
improvement. There should be a focus on marine forecast research on methods to assimilate winds, sea state,
rainfall, heat exchange, sea level, currents, and SST
measurements into a hierarchy of coupled oceanatmosphere models.
1
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There is ample opportunity to make rapid advances
in forecasting in the coastal zone. The academic research
community, supercomputer resources, prototype observational systems are ready to meet the challenge,
and relevant program emphases are emerging.
In the initial phases of the USWRP, a major thrust
ought to be toward the consolidation of existing
knowledge and its incorporation into forecast models. This should include assessment of which factors
most affect forecast skill. We recommend that a close
liaison be established for this purpose between the
USWRP and other agencies charged with research in
certain coastal zones. For example, in the Arctic, close
ties should be established with the Office of Naval
Research High Latitude Team and the National Science Foundation's Office of Polar Programs.
Relatedly, all observing system networks, particularly U.S. Weather Research Implementation Plan, Congressional
extensions of the same, should be guided by the prin- Submission,
15 January 1994, a Report by the Subcommittee on
ciple that they be jointly operational and research. In Atmospheric Research of the Subcommittee on Earth and Envia similar vein, we recommend that experimental fore- ronmental Sciences.
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